THE MAKING OF A MENSCH
INSTRUCTIONS
Included in this deck are four types of cards to delve deeper into character development:
24 Quality Cards, 12 Question Cards, three Quote Cards, and four Discussion Guides.
There are countless ways to engage. Begin by dividing the cards into the four types
and follow the instructions on the back of this card.
Use with friends, family, classrooms, colleagues or let your mind wander alone.

FOUR WAYS TO PLAY:
1
2
One person begins by
selecting one QUALITY
CARD and one QUESTION
CARD. Read both aloud
and answer the question in
regards to the quality. Take
turns for as many rounds
as you’d like.

Hand out the QUALITY
CARDS to participants. A
QUESTION CARD reader
reads the question aloud.
Going around the room,
each participant answers
the same question based
on their quality. Repeat
with each new question
and have participants
trade cards at any time.

3
Making sure the PERIODIC
TABLE OF BEING A
MENSCH is visible to
everyone, read aloud one
of the QUOTES, and have
each participant reflect on
which qualities it relates to
and how.

4
After watching
The Making of a Mensch,
use the supplied
DISCUSSION GUIDE
appropriate for your
age group to facilitate
conversation.

FURTHER RESOURCES FOR THIS FILM AND OTHERS AT WWW.LETITRIPPLE.ORG
Definitions provided by many sources including VIA Institute on Character

1

QUALITIES

Thinking of novel and productive ways
to conceptualize and do things; includes
artistic achievement but is not limited to it.

t artistic
t original
t imaginative
t independent
t risk-taker
t appreciative

2

QUALITIES

Taking an interest in ongoing experience
for its own sake; finding subjects and topics
fascinating; exploring and discovering.

t open
t novelty-seeking
t interested
t engaged in conversations
t exploring
t inquisitive

3

QUALITIES

Mastering new skills, topics, and bodies
of knowledge, whether on one’s own or
formally.

t knowledgeable
t well-educated
t interested
t experienced
t intelligent
t curious
t conversant

4

QUALITIES

Being able to provide wise counsel to
others; having ways of looking at the
world that make sense to oneself and to
other people.

t wise
t perceptive
t insightful
t knowledgeable
t astute
t understanding
t good listener

5

QUALITIES

Not shrinking from threat, challenge,
difficulty, or pain; speaking up for what is
right even if there is opposition; acting on
convictions even if unpopular; includes
physical bravery but is not limited to it.
t courageous
t strong-willed
t principled
t outspoken
t honest
t authentic
t valorous

6

QUALITIES

Finishing what one starts; persisting in
a course of action in spite of obstacles;
“getting it out the door,” taking pleasure
in completing tasks.

t persistence
t grit
t resilience
t determination
t strong-mindedness
t motivation
t energized

7

QUALITIES

Speaking the truth but more broadly
presenting oneself in a genuine way and
acting in a sincere way; being without
pretense; taking responsibility for one’s
feeling and actions
t authentic
t genuine
t direct
t straightforward
t truthful
t candid

8

QUALITIES

Approaching life with excitement and
energy; not doing things halfway or
halfheartedly; living life as an adventure;
feeling alive and activated.
t zest
t energetic
t passionate
t active
t vital
t spontaneous
t happy
t easily excited

9

QUALITIES

Valuing close relations with others, in
particular those in which sharing and caring
are reciprocated; being close to people.
t friendly
t loving
t caring
t good listener
t affectionate
t warm
t devoted
t intimate

10

QUALITIES

Doing favors and good deeds for others;
helping them; taking care of them.

t generous
t loving
t selfless
t nurturing
t caring
t compassionate
t altruistic
t nice

11

QUALITIES

Being aware of the motives and feelings
of other people and oneself; knowing what
to do to fit into different social situations;
knowing what makes other people tick.
t sociable
t savvy
t perceptive
t likable
t clever
t insightful
t intelligent
t analytical

12

QUALITIES

Thinking things through and examining them
from all sides; not jumping to conclusions;
being able to change one’s mind in light of
evidence; weighing all evidence fairly.
t critical thinker
t open-minded
t reasonable
t clear-thinker
t even-handed
t fair-minded
t rational
t clever

13

QUALITIES

Working well as a member of a group
or team; being loyal to the group; doing
one’s share.
t cooperative
t collaborative
t understanding
t flexible
t helpful
t supportive
t reliable
t relational

14

QUALITIES

Treating all people the same according to
notions of fairness and justice; not letting
personal feelings bias decisions about
others; giving everyone a fair chance.

t balanced
t empathic
t tolerant
t just
t impartial
t evenhanded

15

QUALITIES

Encouraging a group of which one is a
member to get things done, and at the same
time maintaining good relations within
the group; organizing group activities and
seeing that they happen.
t collaborative
t supportive
t organized
t directive
t guiding
t helpful

16

QUALITIES

Forgiving those who have done wrong;
accepting the shortcomings of others;
giving people a second chance; not
being vengeful.

t merciful
t compassionate
t patient
t gracious
t accomodating
t able to let go

17

QUALITIES

A way of behaving that shows that you
do not think that you are better or more
important than other people; being
comfortable with not knowing.
t modest
t humble
t agreeable
t unpretentious
t balanced
t wise
t unassuming
t compassionate

18

QUALITIES

Being careful about one’s choices; not
taking undue risks; not saying or doing
things that might later be regretted.
t careful
t cautious
t wise
t conscientious
t practical
t sensible
t planful
t stable
t level-headed
t appropriately guarded

19

QUALITIES

Regulating what one feels and does; being
disciplined; controlling one’s appetites
and emotions.

t disciplined
t focused
t responsible
t dependable
t well-ordered

20

QUALITIES

Noticing and appreciating beauty,
excellence, and/or skilled performance
in various domains of life, from nature
to art to mathematics to science to
everyday experience.

t aesthetic
t visual
t a nature lover
t emotional
t appreciative

21

QUALITIES

Being aware of and thankful for the good
things that happen; taking time to express
thanks.

t empathetic
t grateful
t appreciative
t generous
t considerate
t humble
t pleasant

22

QUALITIES

Expecting the best in the future and working
to achieve it; believing that a good future is
something that can be brought about.

t positive
t future-minded
t hopeful
t supportive
t encouraging
t goal-oriented

23

QUALITIES

Seeing the comedy in life, bringing smiles
to other people, understanding the irony of
situations.

t playful
t down-to-earth
t funny
t lighthearted
t good-natured

24

QUALITIES

Having coherent beliefs about the higher
purpose and meaning of the universe;
knowing where one fits within the larger
scheme; having beliefs about the meaning of
life that shape conduct and provide comfort.

t accepting
t virtuous
t blessed
t faithful

25

QUESTIONS

Who in your life represents
this quality and how?

26

QUESTIONS

What practice or ritual could you do
daily or weekly to strengthen this quality?

27

QUESTIONS

Can you think of a time when you
should have dialed down this quality?

28

QUESTIONS

Can you think of someone you admire
from afar or from history who embodies
this quality? How?

29

QUESTIONS

How have you helped inspire
this quality in someone else?

30

QUESTIONS

Who in your life has
helped you foster this quality?

31

QUESTIONS

Who could you work with to hold
you accountable to develop this quality?

32

QUESTIONS

How do you think your family,
or school, or work, would benefit
from more of this quality?

33

QUESTIONS

How do you think the world would
benefit from more of this quality?

34

QUESTIONS

How could this quality help
you achieve a goal you have?

35

QUESTIONS

What are other strengths or middot
that you could dial up or down to help
balance this quality?

36

QUESTIONS

Is this one of your top three strengths?
Why or why not?
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PERIODIC TABLE OF BEING A MENSCH

TRANSCENDENCE

Qualities, Strengths, Middot

JUSTICE

TEMPERANCE

APPRECIATION
OF BEAUTY

HUMANITY

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

FORGIVENESS

GRATITUDE

PERSEVERANCE

LOVE

TEAMWORK

HUMILITY

OPTIMISM

LOVE
OF LEARNING

HONESTY

KINDNESS

FAIRNESS

PRUDENCE

HUMOR

PERSPECTIVE

ENTHUSIASM

SOCIAL
INTELLIGENCE

LEADERSHIP

SELF-CONTROL

SPIRITUALITY

WISDOM

COURAGE

CREATIVITY

BRAVERY

CURIOSITY

QUOTES

The pessimist complains about the wind.
The optimist expects it to change. The leader
adjusts the sails.
— Attributed to John C. Maxwell & William Arthur Ward
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PERIODIC TABLE OF BEING A MENSCH

TRANSCENDENCE

Qualities, Strengths, Middot

JUSTICE

TEMPERANCE

APPRECIATION
OF BEAUTY

HUMANITY

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

FORGIVENESS

GRATITUDE

PERSEVERANCE

LOVE

TEAMWORK

HUMILITY

OPTIMISM

LOVE
OF LEARNING

HONESTY

KINDNESS

FAIRNESS

PRUDENCE

HUMOR

PERSPECTIVE

ENTHUSIASM

SOCIAL
INTELLIGENCE

LEADERSHIP

SELF-CONTROL

SPIRITUALITY

WISDOM

COURAGE

CREATIVITY

BRAVERY

CURIOSITY

QUOTES

At first I tried to change the world and failed.
Then I tried to change my city and failed. Then
I tried to change my family and failed. Finally I
tried to change myself and then I was able to
change the world.
— Rabbi Yisrael Salanter
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PERIODIC TABLE OF BEING A MENSCH

TRANSCENDENCE

Qualities, Strengths, Middot

JUSTICE

TEMPERANCE

APPRECIATION
OF BEAUTY

HUMANITY

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

FORGIVENESS

GRATITUDE

PERSEVERANCE

LOVE

TEAMWORK

HUMILITY

OPTIMISM

LOVE
OF LEARNING

HONESTY

KINDNESS

FAIRNESS

PRUDENCE

HUMOR

PERSPECTIVE

ENTHUSIASM

SOCIAL
INTELLIGENCE

LEADERSHIP

SELF-CONTROL

SPIRITUALITY

WISDOM

COURAGE

CREATIVITY

BRAVERY

CURIOSITY

QUOTES

If I am not for myself, who will be for me?
If I am not for others, what am I? And if not
now, when?
— Hillel
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1. What does being a “mensch” mean to you? Write a definition or draw a picture.
2. Think of someone you consider to be a mensch. It can be someone famous or someone you know.
What makes them a mensch?
3. Look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch. Which qualities do you think are most important to
being a mensch? Why?
4. Now look at the periodic table again. What are your top five strengths?
5. What are five qualities you want to work on?
6. Pick one of the qualities you want to work on. What’s something you could do right now to bring
more of that quality into your life?

DISCUSSION GUIDE

AGES 4-9

MORE QUESTIONS AT WWW.LETITRIPPLE.ORG
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1. What does being a “mensch” mean to you?
2. Look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch. Which qualities do you think
are most important to being a mensch? Why?
3. Choose a quality and explain how too much of it might not be good.
4. Look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch. What are your top five
strengths?
5. What are five qualities you want to work on?

DISCUSSION GUIDE

AGES 10-14

6. Draw a pie chart of the qualities that you’re made of. Which quality is the
biggest slice? Which is the smallest?
7. We rely on different qualities in different situations. Which qualities are
most useful to you at school? At home? In sports?
8. Write your own “Mensch Code”: ten commitments toward being a
mensch that apply just to you.

MORE QUESTIONS AT WWW.LETITRIPPLE.ORG
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1. What does being a “mensch” mean to you?
2. Think of someone you consider a mensch. It can be someone you know, someone
famous, or someone from history. What makes them a mensch?
3. Why do you think there’s been a revival of interest in Mussar and character building
recently? What is it about our world that’s inspired this?
4. Look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch, or character strengths. Which
qualities do you think are most important to being a mensch? Why?
5. Now look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch. What are your top five strengths?

DISCUSSION GUIDE

AGES 15-18

6. What are five qualities you want to work on?
7. Pick one of the qualities you want to work on. What’s something you could do right now to
bring more of it into your life?
8. We rely on different qualities in different situations. Which qualities are most useful to you
at school? At home? In sports?
9. What are the qualities you appreciate most in others? Are they similar to or different
from your biggest strengths? How do those similarities and differences play out in your
relationships?
10. Write your own “Mensch Code”: ten commitments toward being a mensch that apply just
to you.
MORE QUESTIONS AT WWW.LETITRIPPLE.ORG
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1. What does being a “mensch” mean to you?
2. Think of someone you consider a mensch. It can be someone you know, someone
famous, or someone from history. What makes them a mensch?
3. Why do you think there’s been a revival of interest in Mussar and character building
recently? What is it about our world that’s inspired this?
4. Look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch, or character strengths. Which
qualities do you think are most important to being a mensch? Why?
5. Now look at the Periodic Table of Being a Mensch. What are your top five strengths?

DISCUSSION GUIDE

AGES 19-99+

6. What are five qualities (or middot) you want to work on?
7. We rely on different middot in different situations. Which middot are most useful to you at work? At
home?
8. What are the middot you appreciate most in others? Are they similar to or different from your biggest
strengths? How do those similarities and differences play out in your relationships?
9. Write your own “Mensch Code”: ten commitments toward being a mensch that apply just to you.
10. Now look at your code. What are some situations that might challenge that code?
11. How might an exploration in Mussar help you be the person you want to be? What does your journey
toward being a mensch look like? Chart your course.

MORE QUESTIONS AT WWW.LETITRIPPLE.ORG
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